Reserved Parking Fundraiser
In an attempt to raise money for targeted facility improvements, NCQMA provides the opportunity for its
members to pay for reserved parking/pit spots around the track. Parking diagram of the NCQMA facility is located
on the website. Renewals must be paid for before by February 2, 2021, to keep existing spot.
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Cost: Premium Electric parking annual fee of $200.00. Regular parking annual fee of $60 (if purchased in
November, will be valid the following year.) Note: If you have 2 spots in premium parking, only one will be
assessed the $200.00 fee, entitling you to one electric plug-in, the other would remain at $60.00. No daily
electric fee.
NCQMA is not responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged trailers, RVs, quarter midgets, or other member
property.
Members are responsible for moving any trailers/RVs in their parking spot before mowing at the track or
must mow/trim their parking spot themselves. Members will be notified of when mowing is scheduled via
email. Failure to maintain parking spot will result in a $20 fine per offense.
Members are responsible for keeping their reserved parking/pit area clean and free of trash and debris.
Vehicles are NOT allowed to be left in grass parking areas EXCEPT during designated race events.

Please make any request to purchase or change parking spaces to NCQMA Secretary by completing this form.
All requests will be dated & you will be notified when a requested spot becomes available.
Please complete and return to NCQMA Secretary.

NCQMA Member Name: _____________________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________________________________
I would like to pay for _____ (quantity) reserved parking/pit space(s) and understand that NCQMA is not
responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged trailers, RVs, quarter midgets, or other member property. I also
understand that I am responsible for keeping the reserved parking/pit area clean and free of trash/debris. I
am also responsible for moving any trailers/RVs in my parking area before mowing or will mow/trim the
parking area myself. If you are wanting a Premium spot only pay for a regular spot until you find out if a
premium spot becomes available.
Please indicate: _____ Premium _____ Regular _____ New

_____ Move/Change Spots

If New or Request to Move/Change spots, please complete the following:
I would like to reserve the following parking/pit spot: _________________________________
I would like the following name painted on my reserved spot: ___________________________
Signature: ________________________________________________

Date: _____________________

